Hi, my name is Dana Croisdale and I'm one of the candidates running in our upcoming election for Breed
Committee. My journey into the Ragdoll world began in 2008 where I showed my first alters RW SGCA
Blossom Sage Chase N My Dream and RW SGCA Kissykat Living The Life O Reilly, both which were BEST
Ragdoll Alters in TICA. From there I followed my dream and Lovestory Ragdolls began. I'm a small TICA
registered cattery of "Blue Eyed Pointed' Ragdolls and have been breeding for approximately 7 years. I
have produced and shown RW SGC Ragdolls. I'm very passionate about our amazing breed. Given the
opportunity to sit on the Breed Committee I promise to work hard for our Ragdolls. The committee must
work as a team, put our personal differences aside and do what's best for our breed as a whole. I also
feel it's extremely important the the Breed Committee reaches out to the Breed Section members for
their input and to also keep them updated regularly.
I don't support the acceptance of BEW, Mink, Sepia, Solids or any other variance into our Standard. A
Ragdoll is a "Blue Eyed Pointed" cat.
I also feel there is no need for outcrossing in our breed.
I am open to cleaning up our standard to make a few minor changes such as adding the eye color
description from UCD , remove the spots and dots, add clearer wording to the Bi Color Saddle which
must have color/shading and add both tail kinks/cross eyed to the DQ not WW. We need our Ragdoll
Standard to reflect the "Perfect" Ragdoll that we all strive to achieve. Once we make the necessary
changes to our Standard we can then work on making our Breed Seminar compliment our Standard.
Then we educate by holding Breed Seminars throughout TICA.
Thank you for taking the time to read about myself. I hope I can count on your support as a member of
the Breed Committee when voting begins.
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